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+ Network-plug-in-card for PCMCIA-slot of TP-II

Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Malfunctions on the Bus although everything is (apparently) connected properly?

The S7-LAN can also be used for controlling/checking the MPI/Profibus. It will be
plugged on the Bus so that you can take a look at the status of the busses via software on
PC, for example the numbers of parity errors.



Watching of S7-PLC-devices via LAN without Ethernet-CP

Your panel only has a LAN-socket as PLC-interface? No problem, connect this socket
with the S7-LAN or the MPI-LAN-cable and plug it directly on the PPI/MPI/Profibus of
the PLC. Then access to the variables and data of the PLC is already available.

Remote-maintenance Siemens-S7-PLC with PN-Port with firewall

Remote-maintenance of a Siemens-controller with network-connection via secure
VPN-tunnel and scalable firewall



Operation as a WLAN-client

You are on site your plant and should move round the machine and simultaneously control
or monitor. WLAN is reachable, but your PC is not able to provide WLAN. No problem,
you parametrize ALF as a client and connect him to the PC and join the reachable WLAN
and you are online on the PLC.

Occupied programming interface => does not have to be

Your Programming-interface of the PLC is already occupied with a panel or PC or
communication-processor?
 You should accomplish program modifications without removing the other
communication-partner? You connect the PLC-specific Multiplexer one-time to the PLC
and then connect the communication-partner and also your PC. Now you can work
parallel with the PLC without the need of affecting the operation/communication of the
panel/CP.
 You can even work with 2 programming devices simultaneously, 2x open the same block,
only changes which are stored at last will be finally stored in the PLC. Also ideal for
trainings purposes if PLC's with IO´s are scare goods.
 Multiplexer-devices of the PG-MUX-II-family are the ultimate service-device, regardless
of what you plug into the two PG-sockets, both participants communicate parallel with the
controller.



Galvanic coupling to the S5-PLC (CPU-assemblies 15pin)

S5-PLC-communication, high-quality PC and fear of interfaces, unsure whether the PLC
is grounded or the PLC is in an unsafe environment. Galvanic-separation is the most
practical solution. "PG-ISO-Set" (PG-UNI-cable + PG-ISO-adapter) galvanically
separates the coupling to the connected S5-PLC, offers protection of the PCs up to a
voltage difference of 1000V. 
 If galvanic-isolation is not required, remove the PG-ISO-adapter and use the
PG-UNI-cable like a standard S5-interface-cable.
 No external supply necessary, function on 15-pin PG-interfaces. Earth objects between
the PC and the S5-PLC are separated.

Interface switch for the S5

PG-interface of the S5-PLC occupies with a panel and program changes in the controller
should be performed? No desire/leisure/possibility to plug permanently between panel and
programming-device? 
 Connect the device from the PG-switch-series to the S5-PLC as well as panel and
programming-device, and you decide who from the two participants (PANEL or PG) with
the control communicates. Whether with toggle-switch (PG-SWITCH) or with 24V DC
(PG-SWITCH-II) or permanently connected by preceding [PANEL and PLC permanently
connected, communication is running; As soon as PG is plugged into PG is also switched;
disconnect PG and panel has access] (PG-SWITCH-III), switching to your requirements
and no permanent change.


